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(Received 14 March 2005; published 11 August 2005)1550-7998=20The recent measurements of the solar neutrino mixing angle sol and the Cabibbo mixing angle C
reveal a surprising relation, sol  C ’ 4 , which has been interpreted as an evidence for quark-lepton
unification. We show in realizations of quark-lepton unification that the PMNS mixing matrix can be
decomposed into a CKM-like matrix and maximal mixing matrices. We explore a possibility to probe such
implications by considering the relative sizes of branching ratios for the lepton flavor violating radiative
decay processes, li ! lj, in the context of the supersymmetric standard model with heavy right-handed
Majorana neutrinos.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.72.036003 PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Ff, 13.35.2r, 14.60.PqNeutrino studies will enter a new era when the MINOS
experiment starts firing a neutrino beam toward the Soudan
mine in March 2005. Until now, while the atmospheric
neutrino deficit still points toward a maximal mixing be-
tween the tau and muon neutrinos, however the solar
neutrino problem favors a not-so-maximal mixing between
the electron and muon neutrinos. Surprisingly, it has re-
cently been noted that the solar neutrino mixing angle sol
required for a solution of the solar neutrino problem and
the Cabibbo angle C reveal a striking relation [1]
sol  C ’ 4 ; (1)
which is satisfied by the experimental results within a few
percent accuracy sol  C  45:4  1:7 [2– 4]. This
quark-lepton complementarity (QLC) relation (1) has
been simply interpreted as an evidence for certain quark-
lepton symmetry or quark-lepton unification as shown in
Refs. [1,5–7].
To effectively describe the deviation from maximal
mixing of solar neutrino as well as a small mixing element
Ue3 and possible deviation from maximal mixing of atmos-
pheric neutrino, three possible combinations of maximal
mixing and a certain mixing matrix U parameterized in
terms of a small parameter 	 sinC have been proposed
as parametrization of UPMNS [8–11]:
a UyUbimax;
b UbimaxUy;
c Um23UyUm12:
(2)
Here Ubimax corresponds to the bi-maximal lepton
mixing matrix [12], and Um23; Um12 denote the rotation ma-
trices with (2,3) and (1,2) maximal mixing, respectively.
Unfortunately, the present oscillation data are not sufficient05=72(3)=036003(5)$23.00 036003to determine which combination can give correct flavor
structure in UPMNS. It is, however, very important to dis-
tinguish these various decompositions of UPMNS because
they are realized in different quark-lepton unification sce-
narios. As extensively studied in [5], the QLC relation can
be derived from the parametrization given above but up to
some corrections. These corrections to the QLC relation
can be compensated with renormalization effects [7].
In this paper, we will show that among possible forms of
U which are consistent with the neutrino experimental
results, the ‘‘CKM-like’’ form of U implied by quark-
lepton unification would give rise to interesting lepton
flavor violating processes. Motivated by this observation,
we will study the implication of the parametrization com-
posed of bi-maximal mixing and UCKM reflecting quark-
lepton unification by considering the lepton flavor violat-
ing (LFV) decays particularly in the context of supersym-
metric standard model (SSM). We also examine a pos-
sibility to differentiate the above combinations by consid-
ering the relative size of branching ratios of the radiative
LFV decays, Brli ! lji; j  e;; . While the LFV
processes have tiny rates in the minimal extensions of the
standard model (SM) with heavy right-handed Majorana
neutrinos, the supersymmetric extensions of the SM can
lead to sizable effects on the LFV processes due to new
sources of lepton flavor violation. As is well known, the
LFV decays in SSM can be caused by the misalignment of
lepton and slepton mass matrices [13] and the branching
ratios of the LFV decays depend on the specific structure of
the neutrino Dirac Yukawa matrix Y. Therefore, we ex-
pect that a specific structure of Y reflecting quark-lepton
unification can lead to distinctive predictions for the
branching ratios of the LFV decays. However, the branch-
ing ratios of the LFV decays in SSM strongly depend on
several parameters which make it difficult to probe the-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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structure of Y. Instead of considering the branching ratios
of each LFV process, we can rely on the relative size of
Brli ! lj among the three different flavors, because the
relative size is almost free from arbitrary supersymmetric
parameters. These ratios of Brli ! lj can be useful to
probe the structure of Y with the help of the parametriza-
tion of UPMNS given in Eq. (2). In particular, we expect that
a hierarchical structure of Y predicted by quark-lepton
unification may be responsible for the hierarchy of Brli !
lj if they are observed in the future experiments. In such
a way, the quark-lepton unification could be tested from the
determination of the relative size of the branching ratios in
future experiments.
Let us begin by considering how the parametrization
given by the forms of Eq. (2) can be realized in the frame-
work of the quark-lepton unification. For our purpose, it is
useful to work in a basis where the quark and lepton
Yukawa matrices are related to each other by a certain
symmetry. In general, the quark Yukawa matrices Yu; Yd
are given by Yu  UuYdiagu Vyu ; Yd  UdYdiagd Vyd ; from
which the observable CKM quark mixing matrix is de-
scribed as UCKM  UyuUd. For the lepton sector, we con-
sider the following leptonic superpotential, which
implements the seesaw mechanism:
Wlepton  YlL^l^cLH^d  YL^N^cLH^u 
1
2
N^cTL MRN^
c
L; (3)
where the family indices have been suppressed and L^j, j 
e;;   1; 2; 3, represent the chiral supermultiplets of the
SU2L doublet lepton fields, N^cjL; l^cjL are the supermulti-
plet of the SU2L singlet neutrino and charged lepton
field, respectively. In the superpotential Wlepton, MR is the
heavy Majorana neutrino mass matrix. Yl and Y are the
3 3 charged lepton and neutrino Dirac Yukawa matrices,
respectively, and can be parameterized as
Yl  UlYdiagl Vyl ; Y  U0Ydiag Vy0 : (4)
We note that in the framework of the minimal unification
and the symmetric basis where the quarks and leptons are
interrelated, MR is generally not diagonal. The light neu-
trino mass matrix can be generated through the seesaw
mechanism after the breaking of the electroweak symmetry
as
M  U0MdiagDiracVy0 M1R V0MdiagDiracUT0 ; (5)
where MDirac  Yvu=

2
p
with vu  v sin". We can then
rewrite M as follows
M  U0VMMdiag VTMUT0 ; (6)
where VM represents the diagonalizing matrix of
MdiagDiracV
y
0M
1
R V

0M
diag
Dirac:
Then, the observable PMNS mixing matrix can be written036003as
UPMNS  Uyl U  Uyl U0VM: (7)
Now, let us consider how UPMNS given by Eq. (7) can be
related with UCKM in the context of quark-lepton unifica-
tion. The quark-lepton unification based on the minimal
SU5 leads to the following simple relations, Y‘
Y‘  YTd ; Yu  YTu : (8)
Then, we deduce that Ul  Vd from which
UPMNS  VTdU0VM: (9)
As one can easily see, the contribution of UCKM may
appear in UPMNS if we further assume that the Yukawa
matrix of the up-type quark sector is related with that of
Dirac-type neutrinos such as Y  Yu which can be real-
ized in some larger unified gauge group such as SO10.
Then, the lepton flavor mixing matrix can be written as
UPMNS  VTdUdUyCKMVM: (10)
In addition, requiring symmetric form of the down-type
quark Yukawa matrix, we obtain
UPMNS  UyCKMVM; (11)
where the mixing matrix VM should have two almost
maximal mixings so as to account for the solar and atmos-
pheric neutrino oscillations. This expression for UPMNS
corresponds to the parametrization given by Eq. (2)-a.
On the other hand, in order to achieve the parametrization
given by Eq. (2)-b, one should take VM to be identity
matrix and the product of two matrix VTdUd in Eq. (10)
should give bi-maximal mixing pattern. Since the left-
handed rotation matrix Ud for down-type quark can be
almost diagonal to leading order, VTd should have almost
bi-maximal mixing form, which can be achieved in the so-
called lopsided form of Yukawa matrix. The case given by
Eq. (2)-c can also be achieved by taking VTd ’ Um23 and
VM ’ Um12 in Eq. (10). In such ways, UPMNS can be con-
nected with UCKM in the framework of the quark-lepton
unification.
Although the minimal quark-lepton unification can lead
to an elegant relation between UPMNS and UCKM as shown
above, it indicates undesirable mass relations between
quarks and leptons at the GUT scale such as mdiagd 
mdiagl . Thus, we need to modify the simple relations be-
tween quark and lepton Yukawa matrices so as to achieve
desirable mass relations. From the well known empirical
relation
jVusj ’

md
ms
s
’ 3

me
m
s
; (12)
it has been shown that the U in Eq. (2) should have the
CKM-like form but with the replacement of  with =3 as-2
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shown in Refs. [7,14], which can be obtained by introduc-
ing the Higgs sector transforming under the representation
45 of SU5 or 126 of SO10 [15].
Now, let us consider how the relative ratio of Brli !
lj can be connected with the structure of the neutrino
Dirac Yukawa matrix, which is constructed from the grand
unification scenario above. It is well known that the RG
running induces off-diagonal terms in the slepton mass
matrix even for the case of universal slepton masses at
GUT scale [16]:
m2~lij
’  1
82
3m20  A20Y0Y0y ij log
MG
MX
; (13)
where m0; A0 are universal soft scalar mass and soft tri-
linear A parameter, and Y0 is defined in the basis where the
charged lepton Yukawa matrix and the heavy Majorana
mass matrix are real and diagonal. HereMG andMX denote
the GUT scale and the characteristic scale of the right-
handed neutrinos at which off-diagonal contributions are
decoupled [16], respectively. Thus, one can expect that
some specific form of Y0 is crucial to estimate the sizes
of LFV processes which are caused by nondiagonal slepton
mass matrix. First of all, let us consider the parametrization
(a). It follows from Eqs. (2)-a, (11) that
Y0  UyCKMYD VT0 VR; (14)
where YD is diagonal neutrino Dirac Yukawa matrix and036003VR is the rotation matrix of the heavy Majorana neutrino
mass matrix MR in Eq. (3). From Eq. (14), the term Y0Y0y 
becomes
Y0Y
0y
  UyCKMYD 2UCKM: (15)
The induced off-diagonal terms in the slepton mass
matrix can be a source of the lepton flavor violation in
SSM and they can yield sizable contributions to LFV
decays, li ! lj. The contribution to the branching ratios
of the LFV decays due to the slepton mass term is roughly
given by
Brli ! lj ’ *
3
G2F
tan2"

m2~lij
m4S

2
; (16)
where mS is a supersymmetric mass scale. Let us define YD
in a hierarchical form expressed in terms of the power of 
:
YD  Y3
0
@n1 n2
1
1
A: (17)
For the quark-lepton unification, Y3  mt=vu and the
powers of  are given by n1  8; n2  4 so as to be the
same hierarchy of up-type quark sector at high energy
scale.
The term Y0Y0y  is roughly given to leading order asY0Y
0y
 	

mt
vu
	
2
0
B@ 
2n1  2n22  6 2n11  2n21  5 3
2n11  2n21  5 2n12  2n2  4 2
3 2 1
1
CA: (18)Inserting this into Eq. (16), we can estimate how large
Brli ! lj could be by fixing the parameters mS andMX.
Instead of considering the values of Brli ! lj, we focus
on the ratio of Brli ! lj. The ratio of Brli ! lj only
depends on Y0Y0y , and thus from Eqs. (13), (16), and (18),
we can simply obtain the ratio:
Br! e:Br! e:Br! 
’ 2n11  2n21  32:2:1: (19)
When YD is the same as YDu due to the quark-lepton
unification, we predict that the ratio given in Eq. (19)
should be 6:2:1. But, we note that this ratio may not
necessarily indicate quark-lepton unification just consid-
ered because we can obtain the same ratio in the limit of
large values of n1; n2. However, if the ratio of Brli ! lj
is measured to be inconsistent with the prediction of the
ratio given above, it may indicate YD  YDu .
For the case of realistic quark-lepton unification satisfy-
ing Eq. (12), the terms Y0Y0y i;j for i; j  2; 1;
3; 1; 3; 2 are roughly given asY0Y0y 21 ’ 
5
6
 
12n1
3
 
12n2
3
Y0Y0y 31 ’ 
3
6
 
32n1
2
 
32n2
3
Y0Y0y 32 ’ 2  
42n1
6
 22n2 :
(20)
Then, the ratio of Brli ! lj among the three different
flavors is
Br! e:Br! e:Br! 
’ 2n1  2n2  42:4:1; (21)
in order of magnitude estimation. For n1  8; n2  4, the
ratio becomes 8:4:1. Therefore, we may confirm the
validity or breaking of the quark-lepton unification through
the measurements of the ratios of Brli ! lj. As can be
seen from Eq. (18), the important elements in UCKM which
actually determine the hierarchy among Brli ! lj are
UCKM13 and UCKM23. Note that the lepton mixing ma-
trix given by Eq. (11) leads to a new QLC relation,-3
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 UCKM31=

2
p
: (22)
Therefore, we are led to further confirm or discard quark-
lepton unification through the measurement of UCKM31
and UPMNSe3. Note that similar to the QLC relation
between sol and C, we can get another QLC relation
between the mixing angle atm and 23CKM [1],
atm  23CKM ’ =4: (23)
Similar to the parametrization (2)-a, we can easily esti-
mate the relative ratios of Brli ! lj for the parameter-
izations in (2)-b and (2)-c. In these cases, the term Y0Y0y
becomes
Y0Y
0y
 

UbimaxU
y
CKMYD 2UCKMUybimax 2-b;
Um23U
y
CKMYD 2UCKMUmy23 2-c:
(24)
Imposing the hierarchy of YD given by Eq. (17), the
relative ratios of Brli ! lj become
Br! e:Br! e:Br! 
’ 4:4:12-b; 6:6:12-c: (25)
From the predictions (19) and (25), one can see that
experimental determination of the relative ratios of
Brli ! lj can differentiate the parameterizations of
the quark-lepton unification if the empirical QLC relations
indeed indicate the quark-lepton unification.
The current limits on radiative decays are B! e<
1:2 1011, B! e< 2:7 106, and B!
< 1:1 106 [17]. Given ! e would be ob-
served soon, i.e., B! e ’ 1012  1011, Eq. (25)
predicted that B! e ’ 1012  1011 and B!
 ’ 4 1010  9 108, the largest of which is still
3 orders of magnitude below the current limit. However,
Eq. (21) predicts that B! e ’ 4 1010  4 109
and B!  ’ 2 107  2 106. Especially,
B!  is very close to the current limit. Therefore,
if !  is observed in the near future together with
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Eq. (25) can be ruled out. On the other hand, if ! e is
observed but not ! , then the scenario that leads to
Eq. (21) may be ruled out.
We note that the RG-induced off-diagonal terms in the
slepton mass matrix is more precisely given by [18]
m2~lij
’  1
82
3m20  A20

Y0ik log
MG
MRk
Y0ykj
	
: (26)
In this expression, we see that the prediction of Brli !
lj depends on the hierarchy of the heavy Majorana
neutrino mass eigenvalues MRk . However, numerically,
the dependence is only a mild logarithm such that the
hierarchy pattern obtained in Eq. (19), (21), and (25) stays
about the same.
In summary, interpreting the surprising empirical rela-
tion, sol  C ’ 4 , as a support of the quark-lepton uni-
fication, we find that the PMNS mixing matrix can be
parameterized by a CKM-like matrix and maximal mixing
matrices in various ways. Each parametrization may imply
very different fundamental flavor structure. We have shown
that the various parameterizations of UPMNS with regard to
quark-lepton unification would give very different and
profound implication to the radiative leptonic decays, li !
lj, in the context of SSM. Therefore, by measuring the
relative size of the radiative decay branching ratios, we will
be able to pin down the UPMNS parametrization, assuming
the quark-lepton unification. There have been proposed
experiments [19] to measure these radiative decays. The
proposal in this paper can soon be tested for the quark-
lepton unification.
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